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Summary
Callie Mady explores ways to deliver more effective core French programs that improve students' language proficiency.

A Few Definitions

Compact core French: French taught as a subject with the same number of instructional hours as traditional core French, but distributed over a shorter time span, usually for one semester in a school year.

Intensive core French: An FSL delivery format that offers learners a concentrated exposure to French with an increase in the allocated hours. Students typically have from half a day to a full day of French over one semester - usually in Grade 5 or Grade 6. In one semester, 60 to 75 percent of instruction occurs in French.

Facts
- Intensity of time, length of time and their impact on programming are obstacles to improving core French outcomes in locations where it is delivered in short daily periods.
- Compact and intensive core French are solutions to the lack of time and intensity.
- Research on compact core French shows that compacting instructional time may provide a valuable alternative for improving student achievement in core French programs, especially when faced with reluctance to increase beyond 40 minutes a day.
Research reveals that longer periods devoted to French allow for additional activities that give students opportunities to develop real communication skills. The considerable increase in instructional time, along with the concentration of that time, makes it easy to focus on communication (oral and written), literacy, interaction with others, and project-based pedagogical principles.

Research shows improved student achievement where more intensive formats have been implemented, be it compact or intensive. Not only can they improve student outcomes, but such innovations can also improve teacher job satisfaction, since teachers can focus their attention on fewer students each day.

Alternative, teacher-controlled solutions that are proven to improve student achievement include using collaborative activities in the core French context, introducing group work with a focus on drama, the Accelerative Integrated Method created by Wendy Maxwell, using e-pals, simulations, modules, drama and conversation, etc.

**Further Reading**

